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The Australian Catholic Primary Principals’ Association 
(ACPPA) provides a valued and considered voice for 
Principals as they lead and inspire the heart, mind and 
spirit of Catholic primary education. The association 
represents Principals and Leaders from over 1,240 primary 
schools and 150 combined primary/secondary schools. As 
ACPPA’s Executive Officer, Gez Mulvahil relies on her ASUS 
Chromebook Flip C436 to help her provide overarching 
support to the National Board.

“Australian Catholic Primary School Principals are incredible. 
The schools they lead educate more than 400,000 students 
– 20% of primary-aged children in Australia. I’m based in 
Darwin and work between an office and home. Because my 
role is national, I regularly travel across the country and run 
online meetings with the board, management team, key 
partners and stakeholders. I look for durability, portability 
and functionality in a laptop, and the ASUS Chromebook 
Flip C436 is essential to help me maintain connections 
wherever I am.”

Gez’s ultra-compact, ultra-powerful ASUS Chromebook 
Flip C436 is stylish and ergonomic for superb portability 

and performance. Measuring just 13.7mm thin and 
weighing 1.1kg, it’s a mighty light frequent flyer 
companion. 

The powerful 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor and full 
G Suite of productivity and collaboration apps enable 
Gez to breeze through her tasks from dawn to dusk. “This 
ASUS Chromebook’s battery life is excellent and maintains 
charge through my work day, even when numerous 
programs are running,” she says. 

Thanks to the ASUS Chromebook Flip C436’s precision 
engineered versatility, Gez can work, videoconference and 
present in laptop, tent, stand or tablet mode – something 
she appreciates as she moves between work environments, 
particularly on the plane where space is tight. 

When Gez uses her device in laptop mode, the 360° 
ErgoLift hinge innovation lifts and tilts the backlit 
keyboard into the perfect position with 1.2mm key travel 
for more accurate and comfortable typing. There’s no 
need for Gez to unlock her ASUS Chromebook Flip C436 
with a password, as the keyboard also features a super-
convenient in-built fingerprint sensor.
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The ASUS Chromebook Flip C436 is 
helping ACPPA’s Gez Mulvahil support 
Catholic Primary School Principals 
across every corner of the nation.
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Leon Brumen, Head of Commercial at ASUS ANZ commented 
on the ASUS ExpertBook series. 

ASUS is a proud partner of the 
Australian Catholic Primary Principals’ 
Association. Principals who are highly 
effective leaders are fundamental 
to successful schools, and ACPPA 
is committed to supporting them, 
stimulating leadership, and providing 
quality professional development.
We look forward to continuing our 
ACPPA partnership and wish the 
association continued success in its 
valuable advocacy and action for 
Catholic school leadership. 

When back in Darwin, Gez’s ASUS Chromebook Flip C436 
becomes the essential portal for online meetings in the 
office or when working from home. “I look for high-quality 
video and audio in a laptop, and this ASUS Chromebook has 
both,” continues Gez. “The remarkably clear surround sound 
is on a par with much larger laptops, the speakers don’t 
get ‘tinny’ or vibrate when on a high volume setting, and 
streaming my meetings is smooth through strong Wi-Fi™ 
connectivity.”
Such smooth and clear videoconferencing is made possible 
thanks to the ASUS Chromebook’s quad, omnidirectional 
speakers, harman/Kardon® certified sound, and faster-than-
wired speeds of up to 2.4Gbps to support Gez’s streaming 
and instant transfer of large creative files.

“The ASUS Chromebook Flip C436 looks very smart and 
professional,” concludes Gez. “The design and functionality 
have been effortless to use from the minute I opened the 
box. Literally, plug and play! In addition, having the follow-
up service for up to three years is a strong commitment 
and generates faith in the product’s durability. The ASUS 
Chromebook has become an essential tool for my Executive 

Officer role at ACPPA.”

For more information about ACPPA, 
please visit acppa.catholic.edu.au.
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